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2the value of metric coeÆcients in all space. Using these
metric coeÆcients, one may then compute the structure
parameters, angular momentum and moment of inertia
corresponding to initially assumed central density and po-
lar to equatorial radius ratio. These may then be used
(as described in Thampan & Datta 1998) to calculate pa-
rameters connected with stable circular orbits (like the in-
nermost stable orbit and the Keplerian angular velocities)
around the conguration in question.
The sequences that we calculate are: constant rest mass
sequences, constant angular velocity sequences, constant
central density sequences and constant angular momen-
tum sequences. We also calculate the radius r
orb
of the
marginally stable orbit and its dependence on the spin
rate of the SS, which will be relevant for modeling X{ray
burst sources involving SS.
2. THE EQUATION OF STATE FOR SQM
As mentioned earlier, the schematic EOS for SQM based
on the MIT bag model, has become the \standard" EOS
model for SS studies. However, this EOS model becomes
progressively less trustworthy as one goes from very high
density region (asymptotic freedom regime) to that of
low densities, where connement (hadron formation) takes
place. Recently, Dey et al. (1998) derived a new EOS for
SQM using a \dynamical" density{dependent approach to
connement. This EOS has asymptotic freedom built in,
shows connement at zero baryon density, deconnement
at high density. In this model, the quark interaction is de-
scribed by a colour{Debye{screened inter{quark vector po-
tential originating from gluon exchange, and by a density{
dependent scalar potential which restores chiral symmetry
at high density (in the limit of massless quarks). This
density{dependent scalar potential arises from the density
dependence of the in{medium eective quark masses M
q
,
which are taken to depend on the baryon number density
n
B


















is the normal nuclear matter den-
sity, q(= u; d; s) is the avor index, and  is a parameter.




) goes from its constituent
mass at n
B





we consider two dierent parameterizations of this EOS,
which correspond to a dierent choice for the parameter .
The equation of state SS1 (SS2) corresponds to  = 0:333
( = 0:286). These two models for the EOS give absolutely
stable SQM according to the strange matter hypothesis.
In order to compare our results with those of previous
studies, we also use the MIT bag model EOS, for massless
non{interacting quarks and B = 90 MeV/fm
3
(hereafter
the B90 0 EOS).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The equilibrium sequences of rotating SS depend on two
parameters: the central density (
c
) and the rotation rate
(
). For purpose of illustration, we choose three limits in
this parameter space. These are: (i) the static or non{
rotating limit, (ii) the limit at which instability to quasi{
radial mode sets in and (iii) the centrifugal mass shed limit.
The last limit corresponds to the maximum 
 for which
centrifugal forces are able to balance the inward gravita-
tional force.
The result of our calculations for EOS SS1 is displayed in
Fig. 1. In Fig. 1 (a) we show the functional dependence of
the gravitational mass (M ) with 
c
. In these set of gures,
the bold solid curve represents the non{rotating or static
limit, and the bold dashed curve the centrifugal mass shed
limit. The thin solid curves are the constant rest mass
(M
0
) evolutionary sequences. The evolutionary sequences
above the maximum stable non{rotating mass congu-
ration are the supramassive evolutionary sequences, and
those that lie below this limit are the normal evolution-





. The thin dot{dashed line
(slanted towards left) represents instability to quasi{radial
perturbations. In the central panel of the same gure, we
give a plot of M as a function of the equatorial radius R.
In panel (c) of Fig. 1, we display the plot of 
 as a





(where J is the angular momentum of the conguration).
Unlike for neutron stars (e.g. Cook, Shapiro & Teukolsky




does not show a turn{over to lower
~
j values for SS. This is
due to the eect of the long{range (non{perturbative) in-
teraction in QCD (Quantum Chromo{Dynamics), which is
responsible for quark connement in hadrons, and makes
low mass SS self{bound objects. 
 for the mass shed limit
appears to asymptotically tend to a non{zero value for
rapidly rotating low mass stars. A further ramication of
this result is that the ratio of the rotational energy to the
total gravitational energy (T=W ) becomes greater than
0.21 (as also reported by Gourgoulhon et al. 1999) thus
probably making the congurations susceptible to triaxial
instabilities.
In Table 1 we display the values of the structure pa-
rameters for the maximum mass non{rotating SS models.
The larger value of the maximummass for the SS1 model,
with respect to the SS2 model, can be traced back to role
of the parameter  in eq. (1) for the eective quark mass
M
q
. In fact, a larger value of  (SS1 model) gives a faster
decrease of M
q
with density, producing a stier EOS.
Table 2 and Table 3 displays the maximum mass ro-
tating and maximum angular momentum models for the
EOS models under consideration. While for EOS SS1, the
maximummass rotating model and the maximumangular
momentum models are the same, for EOS SS2, the two
models are slightly dierent, with the maximum angular
momentummodel coming earlier (with respect to 
c
) than
the maximum mass rotating conguration.
In Table 4 we list the values of the various parameters
for the constant 
 sequences for EOS SS1. The rst entry









> R; for large values of 
c
, the
boundary layer (separation between the surface of the SS
and its innermost stable orbit) can be substantial ( 5 km
for the maximum value of the listed 
c
) .
In Fig. 2, we plot our theoretically calculated M{R
curves (dashed curves) for EOS SS1 and B90 0, for a ro-
tational frequency of 364 Hz corresponding to the inferred
rotational frequency of the compact star in the source
4U 1728  34 (Mendez & Van der Klis 1999). In the same
gure, we plot the radius R
0
of the inner edge of the ac-
3cretion disk (dotted curve) for 4U 1728  34 as deduced by
Titarchuk & Osherovich (1999) (see also Li et al. 1999b)
from a t of kHz QPO data in this source. Since R
0
must
be larger than both R and r
orb
, it is possible to deduce (Li
et al. 1999b) an upper bound for the radius and mass of
the central accretor. Using these constraints on M and R,
Li et al. (1999b) concluded that 4U 1728  34 is possibly
a strange star rather than a neutron star. However, in
their calculation, Li et al. (1999b) used an approximate
EOS{independent expression to account for the eects of
rotation on the moment of inertia of the star and hence on
r
orb
(see Li et al 1999b for further details). In contrast, in
this letter we make an \exact" calculation (as a result of
our accurate calculation of angular momentum and hence
the moment of inertia) of r
orb
(triple{dot dashed curves)
for the two EOS SS1 and B90 0. Notice that the upper
bound for the mass of 4U 1728  34 (the intersection point




) is about 1.15 M

, in
agreement with the results of Li et al. (1999b). The two
EOS models considered in Fig. 2 are both consistent with
4U 1728  34. Also, having in mind the scaling with B
 1=2
of the M{R relation of SS within the bag model EOS (Wit-
ten, 1984) and the constraints on the allowed values of the
constant B to full the strange matter hypothesis (Farhi
& Jae, 1984), we see that the simple EOS based on the
MIT bag model is only marginally compatible with the
M{R relation for 4U 1728  34.
To summarize, in this letter, we present calculations
of equilibrium sequences of rapidly rotating strange stars
in general relativity, for a set of new equations of state.
We compare the results so obtained with those for the
generally used MIT bag model EOS. In addition to this,
we illustrate the results of our computations for a spe-
cic rotation rate inferred for the central accretor in the
source 4U 1728  34. We nd that if the compact star
in this source were indeed to be a strange star, then its
mass and radius would be bounded above by a value of
M = 1:15 M

and R = 9:3 km. It is expected that future
observations may shed more light on this issue.
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Table 1
Structure parameters for the non{rotating maximum mass configurations. Listed, are the central density (
c
)
in units of g cm
 3
, the gravitational mass (M) in solar units, the equatorial radius (R) in km, the baryonic
mass (M
0
) in solar units, the radius of the marginally stable orbit (r
orb













SS1 4.65E+15 1.438 7.093 1.880 12.729 0.736
SS2 5.60E+15 1.324 6.533 1.658 11.716 0.578
B90 0 3.09E+15 1.603 8.745 1.937 14.020 1.099
4Table 2




) maximum mass configuration. In addition to the





, the ratio of the















SS1 3.10E+15 1.613 2.072 2.077 0.219 10.404 0.524 11.656 2.694
SS2 3.60E+15 1.738 1.613 1.904 0.218 9.612 0.570 10.758 2.366
B90 0 1.90E+15 1.190 3.369 2.272 0.232 13.213 0.633 14.612 2.683
Table 3










SS1 3.10E+15 1.613 2.072 2.077 0.219 10.404 0.524 11.656 2.694
SS2 3.40E+15 1.719 1.633 1.899 0.220 9.693 0.575 10.837 2.355
B90 0 1.70E+15 1.161 3.456 2.254 0.239 13.447 0.650 14.864 2.650
Table 4
Structure parameters for the constant angular velocity sequence for EOS SS1. This sequence corresponds to
the rotation rate of the pulsar PSR 1937 +21 (Backer et al. 1982), having 





P = 1:556 ms.

c






1.70E+15 0.353 0.852 0.013 6.663 0.153 6.663 1.027
1.80E+15 0.433 0.963 0.012 6.884 0.143 7.664 1.178
1.90E+15 0.502 1.052 0.019 7.036 0.136 8.378 1.301
2.40E+15 0.701 1.297 0.010 7.326 0.116 10.355 1.660
2.60E+15 0.737 1.346 0.010 7.344 0.112 10.741 1.735
4.60E+15 0.769 1.458 0.008 7.139 0.096 11.732 1.914
5.65E+15 0.734 1.449 0.007 7.007 0.093 11.703 1.899
5Fig. 1.| Structure parameters for rotating strange stars corresponding to EOS SS1. The bold-solid line represents the non{rotating limit,
the bold-dotted line the mass{shed limit and the almost vertical thin dot{dashed line tilted to the left is the instability limit to quasi{radial
mode perturbations. The thin solid lines (labelled 1, 2 ...) represent constant rest mass sequences: 1: 1.59 M

, 2: 1.66 M









6Fig. 2.| Mass{radius relations and r
orb
for a rotation rate of 




(i.e. 364 Hz) corresponding to the inferred
rotation rate of the central accretor in 4U 1728  34 (Medez and Van der Klis 1999). Also plotted are the bounds on the M{R from general
considerations, and the t for these values obtained by Titarchuk & Osherovich (1999). See text for further details.
